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Ever wondered why your body language is so powerful? 

The fact is: Communication consists of  7% words, 33% tonality and 60% body 

language! Yet body language is mostly unconscious...it speaks louder than what 

you say. True communication is the response you get.

Learn how to read body language and change the way you look at yourself  

& others...  Discover the secrets of  your body language and HOW to harness 

its power. 

Discover yourself in some of  the most cutting edge mask workshops available 

today. This work is powerful because it moves, touches and frees you...

Come on a  journey like no other...and set your spirit free.

 

 

When: 
Where: 

 

Behind the Mask

 



“Never before however have I learned so much about myself 
in such a short time. It truly is a moving, revealing and healing 
journey, very dynamic and funny too.”  Frank Moon, IT Consultant

Time: 

Cost: 

About the facilitator: Sandhi Spiers has been working with the neutral 

Mask for over 15 years whereby he developed the ‘ Behind the Mask ‘ workshops. 

He is the founding director of  Sunenergy communications & the Wholistic Business 

Network with 25 years experience in personal & professional development, 

coaching, counselling and group facilitation. His style is humorous & subtle yet 

creating powerful changes in perceptions and behaviours

For more info:

Please confirm your attendance now as the workshop is limited to 14 participants only. 

Please contact: Sandhi @ sunenergycommunications.com, now to reserve 

your seat. 
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